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This paper shows that photo-generated hydrogen rad'ical-annealing (HRA) is
very effective for improving the film quality of CVD produced amorphous;
si I icon f ilms. The relative change of photo-conductivity at AMl 100mt,J/cmz
with respeqt to dark conduct'ivity was'improved from 100 of non-HRA samp'le to
about 6x10+ after HRA at 280oC. The TFT characteristics were improved also
by the HRA. The best HRA conditions have been investigated.
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method, however, has been considered for a
long time not applicable to the TFT process
since it needs h i gh temperature for
decomposing the source materials. This
technological barrier has been overcome by
the recently developed higher silane gas
such as disilane (SiZHil?) o"
5).
tri si 1 ane(Si

Introduction
Amorphous-si I i

con thi n-fi lm transi stors

(a-Si TFTs) have been extensively studied
for acti ve el ements i n fl at-pane1
1\
displdysr/. The plasma enhanced chemicalvapor deposition (PCVD) method i s widely
used for depositing the active a-Si layers
and gate insulators of the TFTs. There
rema i n, however, seri ous probl ems; for
exampl e, degradation of a-Si qua'l i ty by
bombardment of h'igh energy el ectrons and
ions, generation of dense pin-ho1es due to

3Hg13,4,

The thermal CVD method using higher
silane gases has a potential to make a-Si
film with qua'lity better than PCVD since the
partia'l1y cracked si lane molecules can move
for a long distance on the substrate surface
to find a potential minimum point due to the
h'igher substrate temperature in CVD than
that 'in PCVD. Thus the tai I state densi ty
will fall more rapidly with energy from the

many f I akes caused by pl asma-po'lymeri zati on

and low through-put because the substrates
can not be stacked.
The therma I CVD method seems very
attractive for a-Si TFTs since all problems
mentioned above can be solved for the
fo11ow'ing reasons. First:ly, source molecules
are thermally decomposed only near the
surface of high temperature. There are no
high energy particles and no plasmapolymerization problem. Secondly, high
through-put can be expected since many
substrates can be loaded in a stack-like
manner i nto a chamber. The thermal CVD

state edges to the m'idgap i n CVD
films than in PCVD films. This results 'in a

extended

'improved f ield-effect mobil ity. However,
the ESR spin density caused by the dangling
bond near in the midgap is two orders in
magnitude higher in CVD a-Si than that in
PCVD a-Si due to a low hydrogen content.

Thus, it is important to develop a new
technique to hydrogenate the CVD films after
1015

deposition. This should be done without a
-A\plasmau/,
since plasma will cancel almost
all advantages of CVD method mentioned

Table I Standard
cond i

above. This paper shows that the CVD a-Si
devices have been drastically improved in
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Channel length and width were 200um and
respecti ve'ly.

2.2 0ptimization of

Zmm,

HRA Temperature

The photo-conduct'ivi ty op was eval uated
by app'lying 10V between the electrodes under

AMl 100mW/cm2 irradiation conditions. The
conductivity change y was defined as the
rati o of photo-conduct'i vi ty and darkconductivity. Figure 2 shows y as a
function of the HRA temperature Ta. The
reason why we have p1 otted y and not the
real % value is that the effect of bandbending, which will play a very important
role in thin-film characteristics, should be
cancelled. The y value of the as-deposited
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which is 'liquid at room temperature and has
a 1ow vapor pressure. The planar type photocells with Al electrodes had a 80nm-thick
CVD a-Si film deposited on glass substrate
at 400oC by using trisilane-silane. The
detajls of a-Si deposition conditions were
reported elsewheres).
The TFT used in this experiment was
fabricated on a highly doped single crystal
silicon with 130 nm thick thermally grown
Si0Z layer as the gate insulator. The active
'layer was about 80nm thi ck CVD
a-Si. Al
source and drain electrodes were formed
directly on the active a-Si layer in order
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The second was al so used to
i ntroduce hydrogen for hydrogen anneal ing
after HRA, which should be done for the
purpose of reduc'i ng the Staebl er-l{ronski
ef fect generated duri ng HRA. The 253nm-'long
UV light was introduced through a 5mm thick
quartz window located at the top of the
chamber to excite hydrogen by the mercury
sensit'izing method. The substrate heater was
located at Smm below the quartz w'indow. The
standard anneaf ing condition is I isted in
table I. The mercury partial pressure was
2.3 mTorr. In order to control the substrate
temperature accurately, the sample was fixed
on the substrate heater using an In-Ga a11oy

1

(Post

flow rate

Chamber pressure

i ndependent'ly.

Fi g.

0

g5 0c
260 Torr

Temperature

in Fig. 1. There were two gas
lines for introducing hydrogen into the
chamber. The first was for introducing
hydrogen with mercury and passed through a
Hg reservoir kept at 85oC. The second was
d i rect'l y connected to the chamber f or
contro'l 1i ng HZ and Hg parti a'l pressures

ryr Hg
HE ATER
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r
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g1ass, dS show
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me

Sample temperature

?.1 Apparatus
The HRA effects were studied using an
apparatus whose reaction chamber was made of

trl[7

conditions

H2 flow rate(with Hg)
T6tal chamber pressure

Results

GATSE

HRA

ons.

HRA

thei r performance by photo-generated
hydrogen radi cal annea'l 'ing ( HRA), for the
first time.
2. Experimental

ti

annea'l i ng system.
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F'ig. 2 Photo-conducti v'ity normal i zed by the
dark-conducti v'i ty as a f uncti on of HRA
temperature.
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Fig. 3 Conductiv'ity change \ as a function
of Hg part'ia1 pressure. The Hg parti al
pressure under standard annea'ling conditions
is 2.3mTorr. The y value was normalized to
its maximum value.

ANNEALI NG TEMPERATURE EC)

cel I was about 100. However,

0a1

partial pressure and the y value was about 6
times higher than that in standard HRA

HRA, the

Y value was increased up to about 2x104 at
Ta=20W225oC as shown by curve(z) in Fig.Z.
For Ta more than 250oC, the y value
decreased again due to alioying of a-Si with
the Al electrodes. In order to overcome this
a1'loying limitation, we have added high Ta
HRA before depositing the Al electrodes.
The dotted curve(3) represents the results
as a function of HRA temperature Ta before
Al evaporation. In this case the y value
continued to increase with Ta and took a
maximum value of about 6x104 at 280oC.

condi

ti

ons.

2.4 0ptimization of H2 Pressure
Figure 4 shows the y value as a function
of the total HZ pressure. The y value was
also normalized by its peak value. The Hg
vapor pressure was kept at the standard
value. In the high pressure region i.e. more
than 20 Tom, the y value decreased rapidly.
Th'is

i

s because generated

hydrogen radical

s

collide with neutral hydrogen molecules many
times and then can not reach the sample
surface. 0n the other hand, in the low
pressure reg'ion below 20 Torr, Hg radicals

2.3 Optimization of the Hg Partial Pressure
Figure 3 shows the y value as a function
of Hg partial pressure. The y value was
normalized by its peak value. In the h'igh
pressure region, the UV light was absorbed
very near the quartz window. Thus, radicals
are formed far from the substrates and the
number of them f i na'l 1y reachi ng the
substrate is low due to collisions. Thus the
Y val ue decreased wi th 'increasi ng pressure.
In the 1ow pressure region, UV 'light was not
absorbed and suff i c'ient number of radi cal s
could not be generated. The y value took
the maximum at about 1/5 of standard Hg
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Fig. 4 Conductivity changeyasafunction
of H? pressure. The y value was normalized
by its peak value.
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2.5 0ptimization Anneaf ing Conditions
The HZ anneaf i ng time after HRA was
chosen equa'l to the same the HRA time. The Y
value was almost saturated after 10 minutes

a

10-8

Vo=
5(V

-50

cond i

ti ons are

It should

tabulated in Table II.
mentioned that, there shoul d be a s'imp1e
scaling rule, namely the Hg partial pressure
and HZ pressure should be inverse'l y
proportional to the spacing between wjndow
be

and samples.

II

The bptimum HRA conditions.

flow rate with Hg
H; flow rate without Hg
Tbtal chamber Pressure
He

me

I

sccm

32 sccm

20

Torr

10 min

2,6 Annea'l i ng Ef fects on TFT Characteri sti cs
Figure 5 shows the semi-logarithmic drain
current, log(lIgl), as a function of the
gate voltage VG for n channel and for p
channel operations, respectively. Source and
drain electrodes were biased to -5V and 5V,
respectively, 'in order to keep symmetry. The
dashed and solid lines represent the
characteristics before and after HRA under
standard conditions, respectively. After

field-effect mobilities

UFE, threshold
voltages and subthreshold swings for both n
and p channel modes were clearly improved.
HRA,

0

50
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The opt'imum anneal i ng

Ti

-5(v)

lott

anneaf ing.

Table

Vs=

-1n'

10-

After HRA the electron and hole mobility
were i ncreased from 0.80 cn? /Vs and
0.12cm2 /Vs up to 1.zcn? /us and 0.1scm2/Vs,
respecti ve1 y.

Fig. 5 Semi-logarithmic current, log( | Inl ),
as a funct'ion of gate voltage V4. The daihed
lines and solid lines represent before and
after

HR anneal

ing,

respect'ive1y.

3. Discussion and Conclusion
The origin of drastic improvement by HRA
i s not cl ear yet. l,rle are specul ati ng,
however, that hydrogen rad'ical s wi I I enhance
drasti ca1 'ly thei r st'i cki ng probabi I i ty at
the a-Si surface anC that hydrogen w.i I I
di ffuse to the a-Si /Si02 i nterface. S.ince
the flux density of diffusion is
approx'imately proportional to the density of
atoms near the surface, the interface
propert'ies can be quickly improved by HRA.
The HRA is a very powerful method for
applying the CVD a-Si films into electronic
devi ces.
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